
Here are ten proven, material, financial 
opportunities in the new energy age. These 
suggestions will make more sense and seem 
less simplistic if you first read the 
Investment and Business chapters of
The New Energy Age for the back-
ground rationale and references.

1. Protect your share price with 
future-ready strategies that reflect
modern-day reality, and avoid 
divestment attacks.

Read on and see what that strategy consists of and how you can immediately
improve earnings and growth. As we all know, in the corporate world there are
really only winners and losers. Which one will you be?  When a company’s share
value decreases, debt and everything else costs more, executive compensation
suffers, and with every passing month, senior management is under more pres-
sure to perform. 

A 2011 Harvard study established that High Sustainability firms dramatically
outperformed the Low Sustainability ones in terms of both stock market and
accounting measures. Please see details in the Business chapter of The New
Energy Age by BF Nagy. Avoid long term direct or collateral damage from di-
vestment movements. See the Investment chapter regarding divestments that
now total $2.6 trillion. Don’t let your company name or brands become too as-
sociated with fossil fuels or with old school business strategy. Protect your share
price (long term).

2. Save on buildings and operating cost
IBM says energy conservation efforts have saved the group about $550 million
through better technology for data centre cooling, building HVAC, lighting, man-
ufacturing, and so on. The Empire State Building saved $13.2 million by going 
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green and then repeated the model in numerous other buildings. Please see
the Buildings chapter of The New Energy Age for details. 

Paybacks now range from 1-8 years on all kinds of proven energy improve-
ments, and savings run 20 years or more. A 5-year payback translates as annual
cost savings at 20% and a net capital gain of 300%. You can write a persuasive
business case for financing this capital improvement in about one paragraph. 

Add a young engineer to your staff, dedicated to looking for energy saving op-
portunities. That salary will likely be recovered within months. As mentioned
in other Top 10 Lists (and in the Investment chapter with charts) solar rooftop
costs have dropped about 60% - 80% in the past five years. Only about 10% of
factories, stores and offices use their space efficiently. Why are we heating and
cooling these areas? 

According to the US Department of Energy the up-front purchase of an electric
motor costs less than 4% of its total life cycle costs. Are you a manufacturer
using old inefficient motors? What about old lighting? Please see the Buildings
and Business chapters for more detail on huge potential savings in these two
areas.

3. Demand clean energy and clear direction from governments

The cost of nuclear has been out of control for some time, and now that gas
and coal plants will be required to pay for the damage they inflict, they will also
be unable to compete. The future of electricity is solar and wind farms that
cost $2000 - $3000 per kilowatt to build, are cheaper to operate, can be built
almost anywhere in 6-24 months, and can help solve our aging grid crisis. When
governments spend money wisely on power, it protects our economy, our busi-
nesses and helps control utility bills.  
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As also covered earlier, solar utility scale costs have dropped about 50% - 60%
during the same period. Utility wind power costs in the USA have dropped
about 66% in the past 6 years. Coal, oil, gas, biomass and nuclear are all under
threat, as clean solar and wind reach cost parity and even drop below these in-
ferior electricity generation alternatives. It’s the kind of business disruption
that will completely change the economy of the world.

Reduce uncertainty in your business by pressing governments to clarify policy
directions earlier rather than later. Corporate executives are well positioned to
influence governments, so you have a responsibility to press them to increase
investment in renewable power and decrease subsidies for dirty coal, dirty gas,
and incredibly expensive and dangerous nuclear. 

Make sure someone on the management team knows what is coming at you
in terms of available financing and incentives, carbon tax, cap and trade, new
regulations, international trade agreements, and so on.

4. Avoid high insurance and litigation costs
Every year, insurance companies pay weather-related claims of about $50 bil-
lion. In each of the last three decades this figure has more than doubled. In-
surance companies have, therefore, been steadily increasing premiums to keep
pace. Please see the Investment chapter under INSURANCE COMPANIES for de-
tails, and for strategies on minimizing cost increases, by building climate change
into your corporate strategy.

5. Increase revenue with green products 
According to the Harvard Business Review: “Sustainability is now the key driver
of innovation…” Please see the Business chapter for more on what HBR said in
this regard.

Just a few among thousands of success-
ful product successes: Timberland, Toy-
ota Prius, Tide in Cold Water, Toms
Shoes, Method Cleaning Products, and
everything else in the grocery store with
‘Eco’ in its name. Just a few among the
thousands of companies enjoying dou-
ble-digit growth selling green 
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technologies like windmills, solar equipment, modern vehicles and clean build-
ing technologies: GE, Siemens, Mitsubishi, Iberdrola, Tesla, Google, Toyota,
BMW and on and on. See the Business and Investment chapters for details.

6. Build a stronger company or brand image
Just a few among thou-
sands of successful brand-
building campaigns using
environmental themes:
Starbucks, Coca Cola, GE
and HSBC. 

On the other hand, Volk-
swagen created technol-
ogy that cheated on CO2
emissions. After it was
caught, the world’s num-
ber two carmaker suffered
a 30% share price drop, a 25% sales drop in the first month and a 15% sales
drop, year on year, within three months. The US government sought $48 billion
in fines against them. BP got hit with a $20 billion fine for Deepwater Horizon,
just one of its many spills. Please see the Business and Investment chapters for
more detail.

7. Avoid carbon taxes, cap and trade penalties 
and pursue grants, incentives and government investment

If you’re a big emitter, you are going to be taxed. It’s time to start looking at
better technology. Although there is only $100 billion in government invest-
ment for green initiatives at the moment, the shift has begun. 

Governments have already begun the phase-down of $400-$500 billion in tax
breaks, grants and incentives currently provided to fossil fuels companies; and
much of this will be reallocated in the short term to green initiatives. Get in on
it! Please see details on energy company subsidies in the Investment and Poli-
tics & Economics chapters of The New Energy Age.
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8. Reduce HR cost through healthy work environments
Reduce human resources and other costs related to health care, absenteeism,
and poor productivity, caused by working, driving and living with hazardous
fossil fuel emissions.  

From a recent case in the Harvard Business Review: “Intel projected that
(health care) expenditures for its 48,000 U.S. employees and their 80,000 de-
pendents would hit $1 billion by 2012 (or about $21,000 per employee). Please
see the Business chapter for more of Intel’s story.

9. Decrease transportation cost
Transportation innovation is quickly catching up to building technologies, and
the biggest fleets in the land are now adopting hybrids in large numbers, with
electric vehicles only a few years away from mass penetration. 

Solutions have now been developed for many of the usual objections like range
anxiety, torque capability and operational fit. As CEO or CFO you need to ask
the tough questions and stay on top of the evolving transportation landscape. 

Fleet managers are convenience-oriented and resistant to change just like
everyone else, and they don’t care about costs as much as you do. You should
also expect your supply chain to follow your lead for a lot of reasons that don’t
need to be spelled out here. 
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10. Avoid risk associated with spiking commodities like gas and oil
All the prophets agree the world will move toward electric energy and away
from carbon fuels. One rarely-mentioned reason for this is cost stability. 

The cost of electricity is increasing in some parts of the world, but such in-
creases are rarely as dramatic as the swings that come with commodities like
oil and gas. Commodities are seemingly more finite with regionalized supply. 

Electricity will soon be abundant in every country with a solar farm or wind
farm. Business will be better for everyone when energy returns to being a pre-
dictably insignificant expense on the income statement. 

11. Oil companies - Reinvent yourself more quickly
If you are an oil
or gas company,
leave denial be-
hind and accel-
erate the
evolution of
your business
into a wind or
solar player.
These are natu-
ral directions for
you. Your company’s core skills match up very well. 

The reality is that creating nuanced messaging with PR people, or finding sym-
pathetic voices in government is not going to get easier for oil. Why not go
where the profits are? Some of you are doing this. Some are not. Why not?
There is not a single, rational argument for not accelerating your evolution im-
mediately. 

The alternative is almost certainly negative gain. The current global oil glut is
expected to last for years, while new energy investment is steadily increasing. 
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CLIMATE CHANGE PRIORITY ACTION STEPS
CEOs, CFOs & CORPORATE EXECUTIVES

1. Protect your share price with future-ready strategies

2. Save on buildings and operating cost

3. Demand clean energy and clear 

direction from governments

4. Avoid high insurance and 

litigation costs

5. Increase revenue with 

green products 

6. Build a stronger company 

or brand image

7. Avoid carbon taxes, cap and trade penalties and pursue 

grants, incentives and government investment

8. Reduce HR cost through healthy work environments

9. Decrease transportation operating cost

10. Avoid risk associated with spiking commodities 

like gas and oil

11. Oil companies - Reinvent yourself more quickly

SUMMARY
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